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Chauvet Hemisphere 5, requires electricity – for more information visit our website to read the Manual.
Configuration (Standalone Modes)
Setting this product to operate in standalone mode will allow you to control it without a DMX controller.
1) Connect this product to a suitable power outlet.
2) Turn product on.
3) Select a standalone mode, as indicated in the next sections.
Never connect a fixture that’s operating in any standalone mode, whether Static, Automatic, or
Sound to a DMX string already connected to a DMX controller. This is because fixtures in
standalone mode may transmit DMX signals that could interfere with DMX signals from
controller.

Automatic Programs
This fixture has 14 automatic programs, which you can select individually.
To select & enable an automatic program, follow instructions below:
1) Press <MENU> repeatedly until PR.XX shows on the display.
2) Use <UP> or <DOWN> to select an automatic program, from PR.01 to PR.14.
3) The selected program will begin executing immediately.

Automatic Sequence
This mode plays the 14 automatic programs in an endless sequence.
To activate the automatic sequence, follow the instructions below:
1) Press <MENU> repeatedly until AUTO shows on the display.
2) The sequence will begin executing immediately.

Sound Active Mode
The fixture has a pre-programmed chase (LED colors and rotation direction) that triggers with
ambient sound.
To enable the Sound Active mode, do the following:
1) Press <MENU> repeatedly until SOUN shows on the display.
2) Turn the music on and adjust the microphone sensitivity knob until the fixture starts reacting to
the beat of the music.
The fixture will only respond to the low frequencies of the music (bass and drums).

Static Color
In this mode, the fixture will rotate at preset speeds and directions. However, you will be able to
control the LED colors.
To enable the Static mode, do the following:
1) Press <MENU> repeatedly until CL.XX shows on the display.
2) Use <UP> or <DOWN> to select a static color combination (from CL.r- to CL.FL), as shown in
the Menu Map (page 8).
3) The selected static color combination will become active immediately.
The rotation speed and direction are not adjustable in the Static Color mode.
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IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
PLEASE CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

